A PHẦN: THEORY
I. Introduction to foreign Language Teaching Methodology
   1) Grammar Translation Method
   2) Direct Method
   3) Audio-Lingual Method
II. The Communicative Approach
   1) Teacher roles and learner roles
   2) Techniques in Teaching English as a foreign Language
   3) Developing listening skills
   4) Developing reading skills
   5) Developing writing Skills
   6) Developing oral Skills
   7) Language learning games
   8) Revision and homework

B PHẦN: LANGUAGE TESTING & EVALUATION
I. REASONS FOR TESTING
   1) finding out about progress
   2) finding out about learning difficulties
   3) finding out about achievement
   4) placing students
II. TESTING LISTENING SKILLS
   1) distinguishing between sounds
   2) dictation
III. TESTING SPEAKING SKILLS
   1) pronunciation
   2) using pictures
   3) oral interviews
   4) grading oral ability
IV. TESTING READING SKILLS
   1) vocabulary
   2) reading tests: multiple choice items
   3) reading tests: multiple choice items
   4) reading tests: true / false items
   5) reading tests: completion
   6) reading tests: cloze
V. TESTING WRITING SKILLS
   1) grammar and structure
   2) controlled writing
   3) free writing
   4) using pictures for writing
   5) marking compositions
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VŨ NHẤT LINH  PHẠM HUY ANH TÂN
A. PHẦN WRITING
1. Writing personal letters
2. Writing to companies and officials
3. Reporting experiences
4. Writing descriptions
5. Writing comparison/contrast essays
6. Writing cause/effect essays
7. Writing argumentative essays
8. Writing classification essays

B. PHẦN TRANSLATION
I. Dịch Anh-Việt
1) Simple sentence patterns: SVO, SVC, SVOA, ...
2) Active and passive participial phrases.
3) Multi-word verbs (phrasal verbs).
4) Compounds.
5) Active and Passive structures.
6) Subjunctive

II. Dịch Việt-Anh
1. Conversion with:
a) Cause
b) Time
c) Condition
d) Purpose
2. Sentence with dependent phrase or clause:
a) before main clause
b) after main clause
c) after the noun it modifies
3. Prepositional phrases
a) Preposition + noun phrase
b) Preposition + gerund phrase
c) Preposition + noun + present/past participle
d) Preposition + noun + infinitive
e) Preposition + adjective/adverb

C. PHẦN GRAMMAR & STRUCTURES
I-Simple sentence
II-Clause types
III-Complex sentences
IV-Compound sentences
V-Reported speech
D-PHÂN READING

Part I Focus Skills
1) Skimming
2) Scanning
3) Reading for specific information
4) Reading for overall meaning
5) Guessing unknown words
6) Prediction
7) Summarizing
8) Paraphrasing
9) Reading for Gist

Part II topics
1) School and education
2) Health
3) Personal relationship
4) Places and landscapes
5) Family relationships
6) Travel
7) Countries and regions
8) Activities and interests
9) News
10) World problems
11) Emotions
12) Animals
13) Traffic
14) Work and pleasure time
15) Food and drink
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